Position: Junior Analyst
Company: Oldendorff
Location: Singapore

Company Summary
Oldendorff Carriers was founded in 1921 and we are a German shipping firm specialising in dry bulk transportation globally. Currently, we have 19 offices operating worldwide with Singapore as the Asia Pacific Hub. At current, we operate more than 700 ships, both chartered and owned and is also, the top three dry bulk operators worldwide. You may also find our corporate information / profile on our company website -> https://www.oldendorff.com/.

Job Responsibilities
The candidate will be responsible for conducting research on dry bulk shipping industry and reporting to the Director of Research with below responsibilities:
- Gather, analyse and summarise relevant company, industry and economic information using a broad spectrum of appropriate sources
- Determine the most appropriate and timely solution to meet the team’s needs with minimal guidance
- Provide synthesis, insight and practical implications within tight deadlines, via end products in the form of single exhibits, written summaries, basic fact packs and spreadsheets
- Serve as thought partner, leveraging on the company internal resources and external networks, to participate in the team problem solving

Job Requirements
- Minimum 1 year of work experience, preferably in dry bulk shipping, commodity trading, commodity supply chain or commodity trade finance
- Experience in market research report writing, working with large data sets
- Proficient in Microsoft Excel (advanced formulas, pivot tables, charting)
- Proficient in report writing
- Excellent problem solving, analytical and quantitative skills
- Excellent communication skills, with the right level of confidence and assertiveness to promote ideas at all levels of the organisation
- Inquisitive and investigative nature
- Able to grasp new concept fast
- Comfortable to work in a team and contribute toward common goal
- High level of initiative and independence
Application

To apply, please submit your detailed resume with a cover letter to Oldendorff Human Resources at hr-sgp@oldendorff.com.

Closing date: 17 October 2017

Only shortlisted applicants will be notified.